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Australian;1 but when he tried shipping a meat cargo in 1873, it
was spoiled through insufficient care and he was ruined. Another
Australian pioneer, T. S. Mort, was similarly ruined in 1876,
though not till he had helped to advance the idea. Where they
failed, some French engineers succeeded; and in May 1878 the
s.s. Paraguay landed 5,500 carcasses of mutton from Buenos Aires
in perfect condition at Havre. On the top of this epoch-making2
feat, its authors tried to raise capital in France for the new in-
dustry. It is very significant that they could not; the French
public at that date would not subscribe to such an object. Thus
it was that the profits of the Paraguay's lesson were reaped for the
British flag; and on 2 February 1880 the s.s. Strathleven arrived in
London from Sydney and Melbourne with 40 tons of beef and
mutton. A lamb was sent to the queen, a sheep to the prince of
Wales; the meat had an excellent press; and the future of the
business was assured. Two years later, by the enterprise of
Thomas Brydone, the Dunedin brought New Zealand into it,
with wonderful results for what till then had been a rather
struggling and backward colony. Within another ten years
New Zealand was exporting two million frozen carcasses a year;
within twenty years, four million.
The new method supplemented the shipping of live animals,
but did not supersede it for a long time. They continued to
arrive in increasing quantities from the continent and North
America and (after 1885) fr°m the Argentine. The peak year
for live cattle was 1890 (6412,74,7); for live sheep 1895 (1,965,470).
Apart from the horrible cruelties which on the longer routes
were incidental to the sea-voyage, particularly when it was
stormy, the great drawback to this method was that it so often
brought cattle diseases into our island. On this ground an Order
of 1891? (never revoked) stopped the shipping of live slaughter-
animals from the continent; Argentine live stock were pro-
hibited in 1900, and again, after a brief lifting of the ban, in
1903, United States swine were banned in 1910; and by 1913
the intake of live North American cattle had dwindled to below
15,000. Thus the refrigerating method conquered the field; and,
1 About 1850: British patents 1856 and 1857. Harrison was from Glasgow,
Mort from Bolton; both were born in 1816, and both had emigrated to Australia
in 1838.
* Small consignments of chilled beef had been sent over successfully by T. C-
Eastman from New York since 1875. But it was a different and much easier pro-
position on that short non-tropical route*

